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Abstract

Each clause and phrase boundary necessarily aligns with a word boundary. Thus, infants’ attention to the edges of clauses and phrases may help them learn some of the language-specific cues defining word boundaries. Attention to prosodically well-formed clauses and phrases may also help infants begin to extract information important for learning the grammatical structure of their language. Despite the potentially important role that the perception of large prosodic units may play in early language acquisition, there has been little work investigating the extraction of these units from fluent speech by infants learning languages other than English. We report 2 experiments investigating Dutch-learners’ clause segmentation abilities. In these studies, Dutch learning 6-month-olds readily extract clauses from speech. However, Dutch learners differ from English learners in that they seem to be more reliant on pauses to detect clause boundaries. Two closely related explanations for this finding are considered, both of which stem from the acoustic differences in clause boundary realizations in Dutch versus English.
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One of the primary tasks faced by young language learners is the job of parsing the speech signal into linguistically relevant units, i.e., clauses, phrases, and words (Jusczyk, 1997; Saffran, Werker, & Werner, 2006). The left edge of clauses and phrases coincide with word onsets while the right edge of clauses and phrases coincide with word offsets. Thus, infants could learn some of the characteristics marking the edges of smaller units (i.e. words) by paying attention to the edges of larger syntactic units (specifically large prosodic units such as utterance or intonational phrase boundaries coincident with large syntactic units such as phrases and clauses; Jusczyk, 1997). If this is the case, then understanding how infants perceive large syntactic boundaries is fundamental to understanding how infants learn to segment words from speech. Infants’ ability to extract large prosodically well-formed units from speech may also play an important role in bootstrapping the grammatical structure of language (e.g., Morgan & Demuth, 1996 for a discussion of prosodic bootstrapping).

Large prosodic units are good candidates for helping infants begin to learn about the language-specific sound structure of their language because infants are attentive to these junctures from very early on (Christophe, Mehler, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2001). By 6 months, English learners use their sensitivity to acoustic cues aligned with clause and phrase boundaries to package and recognize linguistically relevant units in fluent speech (Nazzi, Kemler Nelson, Jusczyk, & Jusczyk, 2000; Soderstrom, Seidl, Kemler Nelson & Jusczyk, 2003; Soderstrom, Kemler Nelson, & Jusczyk, 2005; see also Schmidt, Höhle, & Weissenborn, 2003, for German data). Using the Headturn Preference Procedure, Nazi et al. (2000; see also Seidl, 2007's replication of this study) familiarized English learners to the same sequence of words produced in one of two ways. In a prosodically
well-formed version, the sequence of words was produced as a complete clause (e.g., *rabbits eat leafy vegetables*). In a prosodically ill-formed version, the same sequence of words spanned a boundary between two clauses (e.g., *…rabbits eat. Leafy vegetables…* extracted from a longer utterance containing two well-formed clauses). Following familiarization with the two versions of the same word sequence (clause and non-clause), infants were tested on their listening preference for passages containing the well-formed clausal sequence versus passages containing the ill-formed non-clausal sequence. Six-month-old English-learning infants listened significantly longer to the passage containing the well-formed clause, despite the fact that both passages contained equally familiar word strings. This finding indicates that the 6-month-olds package the incoming speech stream into prosodically well-formed clauses and show what is essentially a familiarity preference for multi-word strings that adults judge as coherent groupings. Subsequent studies have replicated these findings with smaller prosodic junctures (noun and verb phrases; Soderstrom, Seidl, Kemler Nelson, & Jusczyk, 2003), although there was some indication that 6-month-olds’ ability to extract phrases from speech was not always as robust than their ability to extract clauses.

Since English learners typically do not segment English words from speech before 7.5 months of age (see however Bortfeld, Morgan, Golinkoff, & Ratherburn, 2005, for an exceptional case), the finding that 6-month-olds package the speech steam into clauses and phrases is consistent with the notion that infants tend to segment large prosodic units (clauses marked by major prosodic phrase boundaries) first, and then work their way down the Prosodic Hierarchy (Selkirk, 1984) to smaller units (small phrase boundaries and words). This in turn supports the notion that infants learn some of
the language-specific cues marking word and phrase boundaries by first noting the acoustic properties characterizing the edges of clausal units (Kemler Nelson, Hirsh-Pasek, Jusczyk, Wright-Cassidy, 1989). Additional support for this view comes from work showing that older infants use large prosodic junctures, such as clauses and phrases, to help them spot word boundaries (Gout, Christophe, & Morgan, 2004; Seidl & Johnson, 2006; 2007).

Infants’ attention to the edges of large prosodic units could help them learn the cues marking phrase and word boundaries. For example, in English, the phoneme [ŋ] occurs word-finally but not word initially. Likewise, the phoneme [h] occurs word-initially but not word finally. Since the edges of large prosodic boundaries necessarily align with word boundaries, infants could learn about the possible positioning of these phonemes by attending to clause onsets and offsets, i.e. infants could learn that [ŋ] never marks the onset of a linguistically relevant unit and [h] never marks the offset. This information could in turn be used to spot phrase and word boundaries embedded in the middle of long utterances. A similar strategy could be used to learn about subphonemic cues to word boundaries. In English, stop consonants tend to have a longer voice onset time (VOT) when they occur at large (phrase) as opposed to weak (word or syllable) boundaries (e.g., Fougeron & Keating, 1997). The situation is the reverse for Dutch, where stop consonants have a shorter VOT when a boundary is stronger (Cho & McQueen, 2005). Thus, VOT represents a language-specific cue to phrase and word boundaries. Dutch infants could learn that the VOTs of certain phonemes tend to be shorter in clause-initial position than in clause medial position. This realization could be
used to infer that relatively shortened VOTs tend to signal the onset of smaller linguistic units such as words.

Given the potentially important role that infants’ sensitivity to large prosodic junctures may play in early word segmentation skills, it is surprising that little work has been done looking at the detection of large prosodic units cross-linguistically. In this paper, we begin to address this issue by testing Dutch infants’ ability to extract clauses from speech. This question is interesting for many reasons, not the least of which is the time course of language development in Dutch- versus English-learning infants.

It has been shown that Dutch learners begin segmenting words from speech about 2 months later than English learners (Houston, Jusczyk, Kuijpers, Coolen, & Cutler, 2000; Kooijman, Johnson, & Cutler, in press; Kuijpers et al, 1998). Differences in the acoustic realization of stress in Dutch versus English provide a possible explanation for this finding (see Kuijpers et al., 1998, for discussion). However, intonation differences between Dutch and English provide an additional possible explanation. Dutch has a narrower pitch range relative to English (Willems, 1982), leading Dutch speakers speaking English to sound (to English speakers) as if they have a relatively flat affect (Collins & Mees, 1981). These prosodic differences between Dutch and English may be even more exaggerated in infant-directed speech since middle-class American mothers tend to modify the prosody of the utterances they address to infants more than mothers of other cultures (Fernald & Kuhl, 1987). Many studies have shown suprasegmental cues, such as pitch movement, can facilitate word segmentation in infants as well as adults (Nazzi, Dilley, Jusczyk, Shattuck-Hufnagel, & Jusczyk, 2006; Seidl & Johnson, in press; Shukla, Nespor, & Mehler, 2006; Theissen, Hill, & Saffran, 2005). This same
information also appears to be important in early clause segmentation (Seidl, 2007). Thus, it is possible that the intonation differences between English and Dutch may contribute to a delay in Dutch learners’ ability to segment clauses and phrases from speech. If infants learn word segmentation cues by attending to clause and phrase boundaries, then a delay in segmenting clauses and phrases from speech could lead to a delay in segmenting words from speech.

In the current study, we have two goals. First, we ask whether Dutch-learning 6-month-olds behave like English-learning 6-month-olds in that they use prosodic information to package fluent speech into linguistically well-formed units. Second, we ask if Dutch learners use the same acoustic cues as English learners to extract clauses from speech. More specifically, we test whether Dutch learners are like English learners in that they can detect clause boundaries even when the silences aligned with these junctures are absent.

Experiment 1

In the current study we use the same procedure and design as Nazzi et al. (2001), Seidl (2007) and Soderstrom et al. (2003) to ask whether Dutch-learning 6-month-olds, like English-learning 6-month-olds, use prosodic information to package fluent speech into linguistically relevant units. Specifically, Dutch-learning 6-month-olds were familiarized for a minimum of 30 seconds to each of two recordings of the same sequence of words: one prosodically well-formed and one prosodically ill-formed. Following this familiarization, infants were presented with two test passages.
passage contained the well-formed version of the familiarized word string while the other contained the ill-formed version. Note that both passages contained equally familiar words strings, but in one case the sequence spans a clause boundary and in one case it does not. We predicted that if Dutch learning 6-month-olds, like English-learning 6-month-olds, use prosodic information to recognize clauses in fluent speech, they would listen significantly longer to the passage containing the well-formed as opposed to ill-formed clause.

Method

Participants

Thirty-six Dutch-learning 6-month-olds from the Nijmegen region were tested (23 females). The infants were approximately 6 months old, with a mean age of 186 days (range: 171-198). The data from 8 additional infants was excluded due to fussiness (6), mean looking times greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean (1), or experimenter error (1). Parental consent was obtained for all participants.

Stimuli

Two passages were recorded in an infant-directed register by a Dutch-speaking female naïve to the purpose of the study (see Appendix). Passage One (6440 ms) contained a prosodically well-formed version of the word sequence koude pizza smaakt niet zo goed, ‘cold pizza doesn’t taste so good’, and a prosodically ill-formed version of the word sequence de jongens eten koude pizza, ‘the boys ate cold pizza’. Passage Two (6600 ms) contained a prosodically well-formed version of the word sequence de jongens eten
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*koude pizza*, and a prosodically ill-formed version of the sequence *koude pizza smaakt niet zo goed*. For the purposes of this study, a prosodically ill-formed sequence of words refers to a sequence of words containing an intervening intonational phrase boundary. The four target word sequences were spliced from the passages for use as familiarization stimuli (See Table 1). The full passages were retained for use in the test phase.

--- Insert Table 1 about here ---

**Design**

Half of the infants were assigned to Group A and familiarized with two different versions (both a clausal and non-clausal) of *koude pizza smaakt niet zo goed*, the other half were assigned to Group B and familiarized with two different versions (both clausal and non-clausal) of *de jongens eten koude pizza*. It was necessary to have two groups for a few reasons. First, having two separate sentences enables us to control for an unexpected preference for one particular production of the sentences and for one clause having more or stronger clause-edge-marking cues. Second, and more importantly, in this crossed design both groups of infants are tested on the same passages, yet we expect a different preference pattern for each group since the familiarized clause and non-clause for Group A are in the opposite passage than the familiarized clause and non-clause for Group B. All infants were tested using the Headturn Preference Procedure (HPP).

**Procedure and apparatus**

In the HPP, the infant sits on a caregiver’s lap on a chair in the center of a three-sided booth. At the start of a given trial a green light on the front panel begins to flash. When
the infant orients to the front, a red sidelight will begin to flash. When the infant turns her head toward that light, speech begins to play, and continues to play until she looks away for more than two consecutive seconds. A button-box is connected to a computer that controls the presentation of stimuli and records the looking time to each stimulus (the dependent measure). Both caregiver and experimenter wear sealed headphones and listen to masking music throughout the experiment.

In the familiarization phase for this experiment, speech was presented until the infant reached a listening time criterion (in this case, 30 seconds to each of the two familiarization sequences). When the infant looked away for more than 2 seconds, the sound file stopped once the next pause between the repetitions of the sequence was reached; i.e., the familiarization stimuli never cut off in the middle of a word sequence. In the test phase the two passages were presented: During half of the trials the passage containing the well-formed version of the familiarized word sequence was presented, and during the other half of the trials the passage containing the ill-formed version was presented. There were 12 trials presented in three blocks, with trial order randomized within each block.

Results and Discussion

Mean orientation times to the test passage containing the well-formed sequence and the test passage containing the ill-formed sequence were calculated for each of the 36 participants (see Figure 1). Twenty-six out of 36 of the infants tested listened longer to
the passage containing the well-formed sequence \((M = 10.47; SD = 4.7)\) than to the passage containing the ill-formed sequence \((M = 8.9; SD = 4.2)\). A sign test indicated that the number of infants who listened longer to the well-formed passages was greater than chance performance would predict, \(p = .01\). A 2 (Familiarization Group: A vs. B) X 2 (Test Passage Type: well-formed vs. ill-formed) Mixed Design ANOVA revealed a main effect of Test Passage Type, \(F(1, 34) = 8.6, p = .006\), but no main effect of Familiarization Group, \(F(1, 34) = 1.4, p = .24\), or interaction between Familiarization Group and Test Passage Type, \(F(1, 34) < 1\). The main effect of Test Passage Type fell in the upper range of a medium sized effect \((d = .78)\)

- Insert Figure 1 about here –

These results extend the findings of Nazzi et al. to a new language learning population (see also Schmitz et al., 2003), and also suggest that Dutch learners’ delay in beginning to segment words from speech is not likely to be due to a clear delay in segmenting clauses from speech.\(^2\) Do these results suggest that there are no differences in Dutch- and English-learning infants’ sensitivity to clause boundaries? If this were the case, then one would expect Dutch- and English-learning infants to use similar strategies to extract clauses from speech. English learners’ are so sensitive to clause boundaries, that, like adult native speakers (Aasland & Baum, 2003), they are able to detect them even when only a subset of the cues to clause boundaries are present, e.g., when the pauses at clause boundaries are neutralized either through deletion of pauses between clauses or through insertion of pauses within clauses (Seidl, 2007). Findings from Seidl’s
study suggest that English learners have a robust sensitivity to clause boundaries, using multiple redundant cues to detect these junctures without relying heavily upon pause.

In Experiment 2, we ask if Dutch learners are able to detect clause boundaries when the silence (or lack of silence) marking the presence (or absence) of a clause boundary is removed. As demonstrated in Table 1, the stimuli we used in Experiment 1 contained many redundant cues to clause boundaries aside from pause. Thus, one might predict that, if they are not delayed with respect to clause segmentation ability, the Dutch-learning infants will perform like their age-matched English-learning counterparts, i.e., they will detect clause boundaries even when the pause information indicating a clause juncture is neutralized. Then again, pitch resets (large pitch changes at intonational phrase boundaries) provide English learners with an important cue to clause boundaries, and Dutch tends to have smaller pitch resets than English. Indeed, the clause boundary pitch resets in the stimuli used in Seidl’s English studies (see Table 2) are nearly two times greater in magnitude than those used in our current study. Given the smaller pitch resets in the Dutch recordings it may be difficult for Dutch infants to segment the clauses from speech when the pauses marking the clause boundaries are removed. A related, yet differentiable, reason to predict that Dutch infants may rely more heavily on pauses to detect clauses is attunement to cue weighting in the ambient language. It has been suggested that adult Dutch speakers rely more heavily on pause than their English speaking counterparts (Sanderman & Collier, 1997). If 6-month-old Dutch infants have learned this language specific weighting (see Friederici, Friedrich & Christophe, 2007, for evidence that infants tune into language-specific prosodic patterns exceptionally early), then they may fail to detect clause boundaries when they are not marked by
pauses. For these two reasons, one might predict that Dutch learners would have more difficulty than English learners in detecting clause boundaries in their native language when the pauses occurring at clause junctures are neutralized.

---Insert table 2 about here---

Experiment 2

In this experiment, we manipulated the familiarization sequences used in Experiment 1 in two ways. In the pause-deletion condition, we deleted the silence occurring at the clause boundary of the ill-formed familiarization sequence while leaving the well-formed sequence intact (also lacking a pause in the same location). In the pause-insertion condition, we inserted a silence in the middle of the well-formed familiarization sequence while leaving the ill-formed sequence (with an existing pause in the same location) untouched. We performed both manipulations because this allowed us to address two slightly different questions. By deleting the pause marking the clause boundary in the ill-formed utterance, we created an utterance containing conflicting cues to the presence or absence of an intervening clause boundary: the lack of the pause suggested that no boundary was present whereas all other cues marking the boundary (e.g. preboundary lengthening, pitch reset, etc) remained. If infants still perceive ill-formed clauses as ill-formed despite the absence of a silence marking the clause juncture, then this suggests that the other cues marking the juncture are adequate to indicate the presence of a boundary, i.e. pauses are not necessary cues to clause boundaries.
Alternatively, if after this pause deletion manipulation infants now perceive the ill-formed clause as well-formed, then this suggests that the infants tested in Experiment 1 were relying heavily on the pause to detect the clause boundary. By adding a pause in the well-formed utterance, we once again created stimuli containing conflicting cues to the presence or absence of the boundary: the presence of a pause suggested that a boundary was present whereas all other cues which would be expected to mark a clause boundary were absent. Thus, from the infants’ perspective, both of these manipulations neutralize the pause information that indicates which of the two familiarization strings is well-formed and which is ill-formed. In the pause deletion condition, we neutralize the pause information by deleting the pause in the ill-formed utterance (possibly making the ill-formed utterance sound more well-formed). In the pause insertion condition, we neutralize the pause information by inserting a pause in the well-formed clause (thus making the well-formed utterance sound less well-formed). When tested on English passages edited in the same fashion, English-learning 6-month-olds have been shown to segment the clause in both the pause deletion and pause insertion conditions (Seidl, 2007). This finding demonstrated that pitch and preboundary length cues to boundaries are sufficient to cause English learners to perceive a clause-like prosodic boundary and that pause is not a necessary cue in and of itself. If Dutch learners (like English learners) do not treat the silence occurring at the juncture between two clauses as a necessary cue to detect a clause boundary, then they should behave as the English-learners did in Seidl (2007), i.e., they should look longer to the familiarized well-formed string of words in both the pause deletion and pause insertion condition.
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Method

Participants

Thirty-six Dutch-learning 6-month-olds from the Nijmegen region were tested (16 females). The infants were approximately 6 months old, with a mean age of 182 days (range: 168–195). The data from 9 additional infants was excluded due to fussiness (5), disinterest in the lights (2), mean looking times greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean (1), or parental interference (1). Parental consent was obtained for all participants.

Stimuli

In the pause-deletion familiarization stimuli, the pause at the clause juncture in the ill-formed sequence was reduced (or deleted) to match the duration of the pause (or lack of pause) in the corresponding well-formed word sequence (resulting in a pause 73 ms long between the words *eten* and *koude* in the *de jongens eten koude pizza* sequence, and a 0 ms long pause between the words *pizza* and *smaakt* in the *koude pizza smaakt niet zo goed* sequence). In the pause-insertion familiarization stimuli, the well-formed sequence was altered by adding a silence at the point where the clause juncture occurred in the ill-formed sequence (e.g. a pause was inserted between the words *eten* and *koude* in the well-formed version of the sequence *de jongens eten koude pizza*). The duration of the inserted pause was equal to the mean length of the pause occurring in the two ill-formed sequences (738 ms). The same unedited test passages were used as in Experiment 1.
Design

Half of the infants were assigned to the pause-inserted condition and half of the infants were assigned to the pause-deleted condition. Within each of these groups, half of the infants were familiarized to two versions of the word sequence *de jongens eten koude pizza*, and half of the infants were familiarized to two versions of the words sequence *koude pizza smaakt niet zo goed*.

Procedure and apparatus

The same procedure and apparatus was used as in Experiment 1.

Results and discussion

Mean orientation times to the passage containing the well-formed sequence and the passage containing the ill-formed sequence were calculated for each of the 36 participants (see Figure 2). Eighteen out of 36 of the infants listened longer to the passage containing the well-formed sequence ($M = 9.15; SD = 4.4$) than to the passage containing the ill-formed sequence ($M = 9.03; SD = 3.6$). This was not significant by a sign test, $p > .1$. A $2$ (Familiarization Group: A vs. B) X $2$ (Test Passage Type: well-formed vs. ill-formed) X $2$ (Neutralization Condition: Pause insertion vs. pause deletion) Mixed Design ANOVA revealed no main effect of Test Passage Type, $F(1, 32) < 1$, Familiarization Group, $F(1, 32) < 1$, or neutralization condition, $F(1, 28) < 1$. Additionally, no interactions were significant. Finally, an effect size analysis indicated that the .12 second longer looking time to well-formed over ill-formed passages was not likely to indicate a meaningful trend ($d = .06$). An ANOVA with Looking Time
Difference Scores (looking time to well-formed passage minus looking time to ill-formed clause) as a dependent measure and Experiment (Experiment 1, Experiment 2) as a between subjects factor revealed that there was a significant effect of Experiment on Looking Time Difference Scores, $F(1,70)=3.99, p = .05$. This effect was driven by greater looking time difference scores in Experiment 1 ($M = 1.48$ s) than Experiment 2 ($M = .12$ s). These results demonstrate that the infants tested in Experiment 1 were behaving differently than those tested in Experiment 2, a difference due to larger difference scores in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2 (note that the larger the difference score, the stronger the evidence that infants can segment clauses from speech).

A similar analysis was carried out comparing the results obtained in Experiment 2 of Seidl (2007) to the data collected in Experiment 2 of this study. Note that Experiment 2 of Seidl (2007) differed from that of the current paper only in that Seidl tested English-learning infants on English with pauses at boundaries neutralized whereas the current study tested Dutch-learning infants on Dutch with the pauses at boundaries neutralized.

An ANOVA with difference scores (looking time to well-formed passage minus looking time to ill-formed clause) as a dependent measure and Language group (Dutch, English) as a between subjects factor revealed an effect of Language ($F(1, 59) = 3.05, p < .003$). This effect was driven by greater looking time differences in the study with English-learning infants ($M = 3.5$ s) than the study with Dutch-learning infants ($M = .12$ s), indicating that the English-learning infants tested in Seidl (2007) performed differently than the Dutch-learning infants tested in the current study, i.e., Dutch-learning infants differ from English-learning infants in that they appear to be reliant on pauses to detect clause boundaries.
General Discussion

Clause and phrase boundary perception may play an important role in both early word segmentation and syntactic structure acquisition. Despite the potential importance of these large prosodic units in early language acquisition, little work has been done to examine how infants learning languages other than English use these boundaries to package speech. The current study represents an important first step towards understanding early clause segmentation from a cross-linguistic perspective.

In Experiment 1 we found that Dutch-learning 6-month-olds, much like their age-matched English-learning counterparts, use their sensitivity to clause junctures to help them package and process the speech signal. However, in Experiment 2, Dutch learners differed from English learners in that they were unable to detect clause boundaries when the pauses marking these boundaries were neutralized. Why are Dutch learners unable to detect a clause boundary when the pause marking the boundary is neutralized? There are two likely explanations. One explanation involves differences in clause segmentation strategies between Dutch- and English-learning infants. The other explanation involves differences in saliency of the clause boundaries in the stimuli used in the current study versus those used in Seidl’s English study.

The first explanation focuses on differences between the two infant populations we tested, i.e. that Dutch- and English-learning infants may differentially rely on pauses as cues to word boundaries. Since English has a wider pitch range than Dutch, English
listeners may learn to detect clause junctures by attending primarily to pitch cues. Dutch
listeners, on the other hand, may attend more heavily to pause cues. If this were the case,
then the Dutch 6-month-olds tested in Experiment 2 may have failed to detect clause
boundaries in the absence of pause cues because they have already developed language-
specific clause segmentation procedures. Adult studies suggesting that Dutch adults
seem to rely heavily on pause cues to detect clause boundaries provide some support for
this hypothesis (Sanderman & Collier, 1997).

The second explanation is that all 6-month-olds may have a universally similar
strategy for detecting clause boundaries, however, the clause boundaries in the Dutch
stimuli we used in the current study were not as saliently marked as those in the English
stimuli used by Seidl (2007). Indeed, in support of this interpretation, the pitch resets in
Seidl’s study were nearly twice as large as those used in the Dutch stimuli used in the
current study. However, as we noted in the Introduction, Dutch has a smaller intonation
range than English (Collins & Mees, 1981; Willems, 1982). So it is not surprising that
our stimuli reflect this fact. The smaller pitch resets we see in our stimuli are
characteristic of Dutch. Perhaps the Dutch infants we tested in Experiment 2 failed to
segment the clauses when the pause information was neutralized simply because the pitch
resets and vowel lengthening at the clause boundaries were not strong enough to cue the
boundary on their own. If this were the case, then this would suggest that in general,
Dutch learning infants might initially have a difficult time with boundaries that are most
often not marked by pauses, such as phrase boundaries. Thus it could be possible Dutch
learners’ delay in solving the word segmentation problem is causally linked to the size of
pitch resets in Dutch.
Which explanation is more likely? Did the Dutch-learning 6-month-olds tested in Experiment 2 fail to properly extract clauses from speech because the Dutch speech materials we used did not contain strongly pitch-marked clause boundaries? Or did their failure reflect an attunement to the cues that are most heavily weighted by adult Dutch speakers for detecting clause junctures in Dutch? These two explanations are difficult to disentangle due to the language confound inherent in our crosslinguistic comparison (i.e., the Dutch infants were tested on Dutch whereas the American infants were tested on English). Thus, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 alone do not allow us to determine how to best account for these data. In a follow-up study (Johnson & Seidl, 2005), we attempted to address this issue by testing Dutch-learning 6-month-olds on the English stimuli, and English-learning infants on the Dutch stimuli. Unfortunately, neither group of infants succeeded in segmenting clauses from the passages in a non-native language and it is not clear whether this null result was due to cue strength or the difficulty in perceiving units in a non-native language. Thus it is impossible to distinguish between these two alternative explanations based on the evidence we have thus far. The answer may lie in exploring the effects of cue strength manipulation in each native language with carefully controlled stimuli containing graded cues to clause boundaries.

Despite the reasons that Dutch- and English-learning infants treat pause edited clause boundaries differently, the fact remains that these populations of infants do segment clauses from speech differently. If this finding were simply a byproduct of our Dutch recordings containing exceptionally small pitch resets at clause boundaries, then this finding would be only mildly interesting. However, our stimuli directly reflect an inherent difference between the typical size of pitch resets in Dutch versus English.
Thus, although we cannot say for sure why the Dutch infants treated the pause edited stimuli differently in our experiments, it seems that this behavior is likely to be in some way reflective of how Dutch learners learn to perceive clause boundaries in their native language.

In sum, our results demonstrate that both Dutch- and English-learning 6-month-olds segment prosodically marked clauses from speech, however they do so differently. We have offered two plausible accounts for why this is so. Regardless of which explanation further research supports, our findings suggest that language-specific prosody plays an important role in early language acquisition. In addition, our findings pave the way for future studies investigating possible links between differences in the acoustic realization of large prosodic boundaries across languages, and the onset of word segmentation abilities in young infants.
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Appendix

Passages used in Experiment 1 and 2 with clauses (prosodically well-formed word strings) in boldface and non-clauses (prosodically ill-formed sequences) underlined.

Tante vraagt zich af wat de jongens eten. **Koude pizza smaakt niet zo goed.** Hun zus vindt dat lekker

‘Aunt wonders what the boys eat/are eating. Cold pizza doesn't taste so good. Their sister likes that’

Het staat in de oven. **De jongens eten koude pizza.** Smaakt niet zo goed in de vroege ochtend.

‘It's (placed) in the oven. The boys eat/are eating cold pizza. (It) doesn't taste so good in the early morning’

Passages used in Experiment 3 with clauses (prosodically well-formed word strings) in boldface and non-clauses (prosodically ill-formed sequences) underlined.

John doesn't know what rabbits eat. **Leafy vegetables taste so good.** They don't cost much either.

Many animals prefer green things. **Rabbits eat leafy vegetables.** Taste so good is rarely encountered.
Figure Captions

Figure 1: Mean length of look to well- and ill-formed passages in seconds for Experiment 1 (error bars indicate SE)

Figure 2: Mean length of look to well- and ill-formed passages in seconds for Experiment 2 (error bars indicate SE)
Footnotes

1 It is unlikely that these results can be dismissed as differences in testing procedures between Dutch and American labs since all of these Dutch segmentation studies involved an exchange of researchers between labs to ensure that the testing booth and procedures were as closely matched as possible between labs. The same precautions were taken in the experiments reported in this paper.

2 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, we cannot be sure whether or not clause segmentation is delayed without determining the onset of clause segmentation in both languages. Nonetheless, our results demonstrate that Dutch learners are segmenting clauses from speech well before 7.5 months of age. Thus, the results of Experiment 1 do not provide evidence for the hypothesis that a delay in clause segmentation underlies Dutch learners’ delay in segmenting words from speech.

3 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, an alternative explanation is that Dutch learners failed to recognize the pause-edited stimuli because when we removed or added a pause to the familiarization utterances, we reduced the similarity between the familiarization and test stimuli. However, we find this explanation alone to be unlikely given that the English learners had no trouble recognizing the similarity between the pause edited familiarization utterances and the unedited test utterances (see Seidl, 2007).

4 We recorded several additional Dutch speakers producing the passages we used in this study, and all produced small pitch resets relative to those seen in Seidl’s study.